
Feel It

Bag of Toys

Do you care what people say when they're standing in your way
Not walking in your shoes / Even when they say ...They feel it
No matter what they do / Or what they put me through
Advice they wanna give / Gonna make it through ...And feel it

Turn it up loud, downtown where the beat began
Open up the windows and listen to the groove within
Turn it up loud, now, turn it up loud, now turn it up loud!

Do you hear the drums lock / the bass they tick tock
Feel it in your chest / They hear it down the block ...They feel it
There's something in your soul / Going overload
Feeling like your chest is ready to explode ...You feel it

Turn it up loud, downtown where the beat began
Open up the windows and listen to the groove within
Turn it up loud, now, turn it up loud, now turn it up loud!

Because I've got no money / I've got no time
I got no fancy job / But baby that's alright
I've got a crap load of friends and ice cold beer
I've got a nice 6 string / & nothing to fear

Because I waste my life / The one I choose
Spend half my life buzzed off cheep booze

I've got a crap load of friends and ice cold beer
I've got a nice 6 string / & nothing to fear

Can You Feel it? Can you Feel it?
Aw man I feel it!

(MUSIC/SOLO AREA)

Oh no, whatchya gonna do / Everyone's trashed in this entire room
Oh man, i think that you can take it / No time for me to explain it

Everybody's talking about everybody else
Nobody's looking back at themselves
Everybody's burning out / Everybody's churning out / Everybody's getting dow
n

Do you hear it in the night / Damn that stuff is tight
The Beat is sounding Fat / Guitars are sitting right ...I Feel it
Something hanging round / The vibe in this old town
Put a smile on my face / Whenever she's around ...I Feel it

Turn it up loud, downtown where the beat began
Open up the windows and listen to the groove within
Turn it up loud, now, turn it up loud, now turn it up loud!

Can You Feel it? Can you Feel it?
Aw man I feel it!
Can You Feel it? Can you Feel it?
Aw man I feel it
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